
Section 12.6
Exercise 12.6.1 Consider a mutual term insurance contract where the surviving mem-
ber of a couple receives a one-time payment s upon the death of his (or her) partner.
a) Calculate the equivalence premium for a contract lasting K time periods when the
initial age is l0 for the male and l̃0 for the female and the technical rate of interest is r

with payment in advance for premium and in arrears for the benefit. b) What is the
value of the contract k time periods into it?

Exercise 12.6.2 The scheme in Example 1 makes sense as a protection of a finan-
cially weaker member of a couple as she (or he) receives benefit upon the death of her
(his) partner. The arrangement is also a pension for both, but it may be less interesting
when the financially weaker recepient dies first. If that happens, her (his) partner may
want to bye back the contract. Determine a mathematical expression that defines the
value of the contract at that time.

Exercise 12.6.3 Consider a mutual pension insurance contract where there is a fixed
payment s1 at the start of each period to the surviving member of a couple following
the death of his (or her) companion. The benefit is then received until the death of the
survivor. If both are alive at the retirement age lr of the older one, there is a one time
payment s2 to the couple. A fixed premium is paid in advance until one of them dies or
until the older one has reached retirement age. a) Determine the equivalence premium.
b) What is the value of the contract k time periods into it?

Exercise 12.6.4 a) What is the value of the disability contract in Example 2 after
k time periods when the policy holder is in state active? b) And when he is disabled?
c) Find mathematical expressions in a) and b) under the Danish model of Section 12.5;
i.e when there is no rehabilitation, common mortality intensity µ0(y) = θ0 + θ1e

θ2y in
both the active and disabled state and when µi|a(y) = γ0 + γ1e

γ2y is the disability inten-
sity.

Exercise 12.6.5 This is a continuation Exercise 12.6.1. At t0 = 0 there are J identical
policies of the type described in Exercise 12.6.1. Policy j was set up kj time periods back
(so that there are K −kj period left) and the age of the two indiviuals were then l0j and
l̃0j . a) Determine mathematical expressions for the net liability Xk of the portfolio k time
periods into the future. Suppose there are 200000 policies of this type. All are identical,
and the members of the couple are in all of them of the same age. The contracts were
drawn up at the age of 31 and last for K = 20 years. There are presently 10000 policies
of (common) age l (here l = 31, . . . , 50). b) Compute and plot the portfolio liabilities
Xk against k when the survival models for males and females are those for Norway in
Exercise 12.3.4.

Exercise 12.6.6 This exercise assume the same survival models as in the preceding
one and puts numbers to the scheme in Exercise 12.6.3. The age of the male and female
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as the contract is agreed is 43 and 33 years and the retirement age is 65. The pension of
the survivor is 1 per year (paid in advance) and the one time-payment at retirement age
is 50. The technical rate of interest is r = 3%. a) Compute the equivalence premium
and plot the value of the contract as a function of k. b) Repeat the calculations when
he is 33 and she is 43 and compare with a).
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